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On 2 June 2021, roughly 100 participants from civil

society and academia gathered for the second online

session European Civic Academy of 2021 to discuss the

topic of ‘Dialogue between civil society and institutions:

lost in translation?’. In this occasion, the new study

‘Towards an open, transparent, and structured EU civil

dialogue’ by the European Civic Forum and Civil Society

Europe was presented. 

In a context characterised by growing distrust in

democracy and societal divisions, the Academy sought

to build bridges between civil society and academic

agendas, to discuss challenges and opportunities for

collaborations related to the role of civil society

organisations in enhancing civic and democratic spaces

in Europe. 

INTRODUCTION
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“In the first session of ECA, we investigated our ability, as civic actors, to rebuild

trust in participation, which is at the heart of our democracies. We also discussed

how we can remobilise many popular sectors that, unfortunately, fell into the trap

of reactionary forces, or which are often silent, disappointed or frustrated. But, of

course, this does not rely only on our capacities: much depends on what happens

in the sphere of politics and institutions, from the local to the global level. Today, 

  we are here to discuss precisely this: what allies do we have out 

there? How our relations and dialogue with institutions is 

instrumental in mediating this trust?” 
 

Alexandrina Najmowicz, 

Secretary General European Civic Forum 

 

https://civic-forum.eu/europeancivicacademy
https://civic-forum.eu/wp-content/uploads/2021/02/Civil-Dialogue-Study.pdf


While trust in democratic inst itut ions is  fundamental

for the functioning of democracy, democracy also

accommodates a healthy level of mistrust in elected

off icials.  At the very core of the electoral mechanism

is the idea that if  you do not trust a pol it ician, you do

not vote for her/him. In t imes of cr is is ,  when

democracy is not del iver ing on the needs of cit izens,

the r isk is  that mistrust in the pol it ical el i te can spi l l

over into mistrust in the democratic system. An

effective and regular dialogue between the

inst itut ions and civ i l  society - capable of del iver ing

concrete results in terms of transparency and

inclusiveness of the decis ion-making process - would

bridge the gap between people’s expectations on

pressing publ ic concerns and publ ic inst itut ions,

tackl ing the growing disengagement from pol it ics.

Dialogue with civ i l  society organisations can foster a

sense of ownership and responsibi l i ty in cit izens and

mediate a renewed sense of trust.  

“Civil dialogue and trust are strongly interconnected so 

it’s important to discuss about this at the moment.”
 

 Frank Heuberger, National Network for Civil Society, 

Germany  
 

Both trust and mistrust play a fundamental role

within the democratic system 

KEY TAKEAWAYS
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Civil society is crucial in trust-building in democracy because it

involves participation, empowerment and voluntary collective

action. However, the solution to the current crisis of trust in

democracy is not unconditional trust in institutions. Civil society

needs to balance an element of mistrust, keeping institutions

accountable and responsive to the needs of citizens, that is

especially strong in protest movements. The ability to organise and

channels constructive criticism is a vital element of legitimacy of

civil society in the eyes of citizens. Developing a narrative of

‘enlightened trust’ could be useful: trust needs to be sceptical,

critical towards politics, without falling into the risk of political

apathy and disengagement.  

 “In Alexis de Tocqueville’s words, ‘lively civil society is a school of 

democracy’, because it mobilises citizens to solve their common problems.”
 

Christian Lahusen, Professor of Comparative Cultural Sociology and

Political Sociology in Europe, University of Siegen  
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Civil society can promote a new narrative of

‘enlightened trust’ in democratic institutions 

Civil society needs to reclaim its political voice

and its role in the political space

 “Civil society needs politics to deliver change. We can’t just be
antagonists, demanding change and then waiting for that

change to happen.”
 

 

Mikael Leyi, Secretary General, SOLIDAR 
 

We can observe important challenges for the role of civil society in

the trust-building process, such as fragmentation of thematic

agendas and the rise of anti-rights movements that co-opt civil

society narratives.



“Whenever timing is critical, EU institutions and national governments will use it as an

excuse not to engage in meaningful civil society participation. But when we make

noise, they usually open the door for us and we get our seat at the table – 

that’s the positive message: if civil society is vocal enough, 

it usually succeeds.” 
 
 

Patricia Heidegger, Civil Society Europe 

As civic organisations become involved in policy-making and civil

dialogue is more formalised, there is a risk to be perceived by their

constituencies and the citizens as “part of the system”, if they

soften their narratives and demands to be audible by policy-

makers. The issue of accountability towards the constituency is

fundamental as the power of civil society to act as counterpart to

the institutions relies on its representativeness and ability to

mobilise citizens, but also on being ready to take some part of

responsibility for the implementation of the output of this dialogue,

when it is in place. Civil society should reclaim politics as more than

party politics: real systemic change can only be achieved through

politics and civil society has a role to play in the political sphere.  

For civil organisations to contribute to the building of

European democracy, the interplay between trust and

healthy mistrust enacted by civil society should translate

in a clear and up-to-date understanding of its role among

institutions, leading to a definition civil society can

identify with. To date, this is still missing. The industry and

business stakeholders often enjoy privileged access in

many policymaking structures, as it was the case with the

national Recovery and Resilience plans, the Conference

on the Future of Europe or the European Green Deal. 

A strong and well-defined role for civil society

in the European democracy is still missing

(and it’s heavily needed) 
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European institutions have also a tendency to replace dialogue with

organised civil society with ad hoc citizens consultation: the two

should not be viewed as mutually exclusive but as complementary.

And even if civil society gets a seat at the table of the decision-

making process, the impact is often too limited. The Conference on

the Future of Europe could lead to innovation in democratic

participation, but it is hard to foresee right now; so far, the

Conference is more focused on the participation and inputs of

individuals rather than on involving organised civil society. A

criticism is that EU institutions sees civil society organisations as

allies to magnify the pro-European narrative, rather than

stakeholders to improve and democratise the European policy-

making process. 



There is the need of a shared working definition of

civil society to be developed by civil society itself.

Civil society may embrace across Europe a large variety

legal forms, modus operandi and ways of engagement

and interaction with the public and the institutions, but

common overarching features should be identified for

the purpose of institutionalised participation.  

 
The focus on the impact of civil society should be

questioned as this is a notion coming from the business

model. Perhaps, there are better ways to evaluate

what civil society does and how it is important

through understanding better its contribution to

people’s lives. Viewing civil society as part of an

“ecology” would be beneficial to both European civil

society and the EU as a way to bridge the gaps

between more and less institutionalised

organisations, between service provision and

advocacy-oriented organisations, each playing an

essential and complementary role towards systemic

change.   

 
In the case of Western Balkans, for example, there

is still mistrust over established organisations because

they are much more donor-oriented, but there are

also successful local initiatives at a grassroot level

that are contributing to re-build trust in different

countries. Some scepticism towards processes of EU

integration still exists because it was promised many

times, but no progress has been made in that sense.  

K E Y  A C T I O N S
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Municipalism is a very interesting laboratory on how

to rebuild trust among citizens and those who

govern them since it puts people back at the centre of

democracy. This is because on a local scale it is easier

to: rebuild political ethics; dismantle patriarchal politics

by re-thinking what power is and how it should be used

in a more cooperative way; try out ambitious policies;

make the political action more transparent and

understandable for the citizens; share collective

intelligence (e.g., through web platform). These

innovations can inspire a change in the approach to

democracy also on a bigger scale. 

 
In building civil society legitimacy, the attacks towards

civil society are here to stay. We need to think about the

narrative and what is driving the force behind certain

attacks, then to try to combine the strategies in order to

give a proper response. Engaging in cross-sector

alliances could be a good strategy to ensure

legitimacy. Humour can push back certain institutional

narratives, showing that civil society organisations can

be cool and take pride in what they do.

 
Civil society should reclaim a role in the political

sphere in order to achieve real systemic change.

The issue of accountability towards the constituency is

fundamental to maintain the tie with the grassroot

base, as well as being ready to take some part of

responsibility for the implementation of the output of

dialogue with institutions and politicians.  

 

K E Y  A C T I O N S (continued)
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Is it possible to resume the heterogenous landscape of civil

society in one working definition? What could the key elements of

this definition be? 

How can we develop an ‘ecology’ of associations that bridges the

gaps between grassroots realities, social movements and organised

civil society and create critical mass? 

How can civil society balance the participation in structured

dialogue with maintaining strong links with its constituencies? 

How can civil society reclaim a political voice without being

dismissed as partisan? 

What are the challenges to understanding civil society as a

concept at European level? How to address the issues of its

involvement in European policy-making and a contested civic space? 

How has the role of civil society evolved in the narratives and

frameworks of the European project? What are the drivers of the

change in role? And how does the Conference for the Future of

Europe reflect this evolution? 

How can cities and villages reinvent democracy? What lessons can

we learn from municipalism and how can they be reproduced at

bigger scale? How has Covid-19 impacted municipalism? How

municipalism works in rural areas? 

In illiberal regimes, what is the potential of new forms of civic

engagement in aggregating positive narratives that break the vicious

circle of disillusionment with the transitional promise of

democratisation and prosperity? When successful local civic initiatives

exist, what kind of potential do they have for structural change? 

How can NGOs build their legitimacy to interact with their

institutional and political counterparts? What lessons can be

learnt from civil society under attack around the world? 

Q U E S T I O N S  F O R  F U T U R E
R E S E A R C H
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The next edition of the European Civic Academy will take
place in October 2021 and will look at the systemic
connections of the multiple crises across the world,
highlightening the urgency for new convergences for
civic activists to face these challenges.  

EnTrust – Enlightened Trust in Governance 

Carlo Ruzza & Rosa Sanchez Salgado (2020), The populist

turn in EU politics and the intermediary role of civil society

organisations, European Politics and Society 

Carlo Ruzza (2020), The populist radical right and its

discursive impact on EU-Level civil society, European Politics

and Society 

European Municipalist Network    

Elisabeth Dau (2020), Against the tide: a review of the 2020

French municipal elections and the dynamics of participatory

lists, Mouvement Utopia & CommonsPolis & MINIM 

Fearless Cities book: a guide of global municipalist movement   

Faire Commun.e: a French Fearless Cities about Care, COVID

and Municipalism (Workshops), CommonsPolis  

Elisabeth Dau (2018), Municipalism and culture: a cross

fertilization for and with the people and the city,

CommonsPolis 

Wachsmann, Inga and Nicolas Bouchet (2019), A Matter of

Precaution - Watching the Shrinking Civic Space in Western

Europe, Berlin: Maecenata 2019 (Observatorium 29) 

Hummel, S., Pfirter, L., Roth, J., & Strachwitz, R. G. (2020),

Understanding Civil Society in Europe: A Foundation for

International Cooperation, (ifa Edition Culture and Foreign

Policy), Stuttgart: ifa (Institut für Auslandsbeziehungen) 

Saskia Brechenmacher,  Thomas Carothers (2018), Examining

Civil Society Legitimacy, Carnegie’s Civic Research Network,

Carnegie Endowment for International Peace 

The European Civic Academy is organised by the European Civic Forum and 

supported by Civil Society Europe, Solidar Foundation and the Colegium 

Polonicum Foundation. 

For more information, please contact contact@civic-forum.eu. 

R E S O U R C E S
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https://entrust-project.eu/
https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/full/10.1080/23745118.2020.1801180
https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/full/10.1080/23745118.2020.1801186
https://municipalisteurope.org/
https://minim-municipalism.org/reports/report-2-against-the-tide-a-review-of-the-2020-french-municipal-elections-and-the-dynamics-of-participatory-lists
https://fearlesscities.com/en/book
https://fearlesscities.com/en/book
http://commonspolis.org/en/community/workshops-faire-commun%e2%b8%b1e-a-french-fearless-cities-about-care-covid-and-municipalism/
https://commonspolis.org/en/community/municipalismo-y-cultura-una-fecundacion-mutua-por-y-para-la-gente-y-la-ciudad-elisabeth-dau/
https://www.maecenata.eu/2019/04/15/a-matter-of-precaution-watching-the-shrinking-civic-space-in-western-europe/
https://www.ssoar.info/ssoar/handle/document/71556
https://carnegieendowment.org/2018/05/02/examining-civil-society-legitimacy-pub-76211

